The next generation Artificial Intelligence Platform

What will be the assets of the future biggest machine learning as a service provider?

Despite its great impact on society and enormous demand, AI and its needs are difficult to understand. Businesses and professionals are not prepared for its large-scale exploitation.

CONTEXT

- High AI entry barriers
- High infrastructure costs for models training
- High time-to-market
- Difficulties to monetize data and knowhow
- Sustainability

SOLUTION

DAIN is the next-generation artificial intelligence platform, a decentralized and geo-dispersed public computing network governed through blockchain and specialized in addressing and solving artificial intelligence problems.

A safe space where companies, institutions and individuals can sell, rent and share knowledge, solutions, data and infrastructure securely to create, consume and execute AI.

MARKET

- The cloud market is expected to reach USD 1.25 billion by 2025, at a CAGR of 27.50% during the forecast period
- Machine learning is projected as the segment with highest growth, reaching USD 188.4B
- Leveraging a USD 188.4B market opportunity

ROADMAP

- DAINware technical design completed
- DAINware founded
- Whitepaper published
- Funds raised from angel investors
- Advisor Board
- Token private sale
- Research Article Publication
- Industrial Use Case
- DAINware set up
- Go-to-market service provider and integrator
- DAIN Mvp productive
- Testnet Launch
- Concept Demo Release